Your job is getting harder,
we just made it easier.
Concur Risk Messaging: Because keeping all
employees safe isn’t an option, it’s your duty.
Today, your employees are everywhere and increasingly complex laws dictate that
you are responsible for their safe-keeping. All of them. But a sound response plan
is no longer enough. In advance of delays, disruptions and disasters, you must be
confident that you’ll be able to find your employees, communicate with them and
ensure their well-being.
Concur® Risk Messaging captures all your employee location and itinerary data
in one place. So no matter where your employees are or whatever threat is
approaching, you can see every traveller or non-traveller, assess their risk and
keep in contact with them until they reach safety.

Keep track of every
employee, everywhere.
Be heard and listen so you
can respond with tailored,
two-way communications.
Connect your systems for
timely, proactive insight.

See every traveller and non-traveller, assess their risk and keep in
contact with them until they reach safety.

A powerful system for tracking
worldwide whereabouts.
All location data in one tool.
Track what was once untraceable. Our communication system consolidates
itinerary data (including travel booked outside of your managed travel program and
previously out of your control), as well as HR and risk data for a complete view of
where your employees are and any risks or events affecting them.
Real-time data – real value. Data feeds are synchronised every 20 minutes for
up-to-the-minute information about location-specific advisories and ever-changing
travel plans, so you don’t have to rely on others for current location information.
Global picture, local detail. See employee location and country-specific risk
levels on a dynamic, interactive map so you’ll know exactly how and where to
deploy security or medical response services. Initiate and track communications
with a simple click.

Personal, two-way communications.
Right message, right person, right delivery. Two-way communication with your
employees via phone, email and SMS helps you reach them wherever they are
and confirm your message is received and read.
Make sure you’re heard. Our system automatically selects the best message
gateway option for the communication based on each recipient’s country of origin
and current location to ensure messages are delivered, read and acted upon.
On the go or right at home. Proactively send trigger-based communications to
employees with insight about risk and destination intelligence wherever they are
and share destination-specific guidelines with travellers.

Open for service.
A secure support system. Concur Risk Messaging lets you work with your travel
and service partners to easily import travel and itinerary content from, and share
integrated location and employee data with any of your response partners.
Flexible in times of change. Since Concur gives you the flexibility to work with
virtually any partner, you can maintain your risk management infrastructure, even
if your travel management company or response provider changes.

About Concur
Concur is a the leading provider of spend management solutions and services. Concur’s easy-to-use cloudbased and mobile solutions help companies and their employees control costs, save time and stay connected.
Concur’s systems adapt to individual employee preferences and scale to meet the needs of companies from
small to large. Concur’s dedication to corporate travel includes enabling the mitigation of risk throughout the
travel process. The Concur Risk Messaging platform provides a single system to monitor and keep in contact
with your entire team. Concur connects all employee location and itinerary data with risk and travel disruption
information. Enabling you to get the right message to the right people at the right time.
Learn more at concur.com.au.
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